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FLEET TO STEEL CAR COMPANY SLIPS 400 IRRIGATION
WANTS COUNSEL FOR MRS. SJJTTON
TERLY ARRAIGNS OFFISTRIKEBREAKERS PAST UNION
THIS MUCH FROM UNCLE
PICKETS
CERS
SAM

TI1EHE NEGROES

AID

IN

WORK

ALLOWS POSSE IN PURSUIT TO PLANS INDICATE AN OFFENSIVE NO LONGER WORKING FOR CORCAMPAIGN AGAINST KABYLE
PORATION, HENCE MUST GET
OVERTAKE
AND CAPTURE
OUT OF HOUSES
TRIBESMEN
THEM IN MOUNTAINS

Pittsburg, Aug. 1,3. Taking advant
age of a heavy fog, the Pressed Steel
Car company, landed 400 strikebreakers at he McKees Rocks plant early
today, slipping them past the pickets
of the strikers.
Sheriff Still is dispossessing the
strikers' families of their homes, aided by twenty-fiv- e
negro deputies. Since
the strikers are, no longer working for
the company, it holds they are not en
titled to occupy company property and
as most all the houses are owned by
the corporation and rented to the employes, they are forced to get out.
This action on the part of the com
pauy bus had the eft'mt of renewing
the enmity between he compaviy and
the strikers, many of whom when dis
possessed of their homes are destitute
and left without shelter.
"
It is feared that serious, rioting may
again break out, as a consequence. .

San Francisco, lAug. 13. One of
Madrid, Aug. 13. King Alfonso, in
the most daring robberies in years on a special edict, issued from the throne
the .Pacific coast took place this to tbe minister of the navy, has 'o;txmorning at Santa Clara, this state, ed all the vessels of tbe Spanish navy
when two masked men armed with to concentrate at Melilla to
lle with General Marina there, and assist
ehotguns, walked into the
Bank of Santa Clara, soon after the in relieving the besieged garrison.
bank had opened for the day's busi- - It is staled that a fighting force of
ness, and lining the clerks up against 38,000 men has been mobilized at Melil-l- a
the wall, forced Casbler Birge to
and it is believed that when the
place all the money In sight, $7,000 In navy arrives there, that an offensive
The campaign will be inaugurated against
gold and currency, in a sank- silver was not touched by the bandits, the Kabyle tribesmen.
who remarked "it is too heavy to
It is thought that the combined
arry off."
Spanish navy and military forces will
After threatening to '.kill anyone make short work of the Moors in an
who left the bank' Inside' of "five mlo-ute- aggressive Campaign.""'
the robbers dashed out of a
side door, jumped into a waiting au-- .
THAW GOES BACK TO
tomobile, which they had hired at
MATTEAWAN IN 5 DAYS
San Jose, and at the point of drawn
revolvers, forced the driver to put
Mount Vernon, N. T., Aug. 13. Al
on all speed by threats of death If
lowed to stay Ave more days in the
e failed to obey.
In the meantime, a posse, headed White Plains Jail, Harry K. Thaw will
be remanded to Matteawan on August
by the sheriff of Santa Clara, had 18.
The recommendation of Judge
started In pursuit of the highwaymen,
Mills
that he be allowed his former
who had gained a big start, because of
their mode of conveyance, which, privileges was made mandatory by a
formal order. Issued today.
however, led to their capture within
an hour, for when some miles out of
the city, the machine broke down, al- MANY IN HOSPITAL
AFTER FIERCE RIOT
lowing the posse to overtake them.
cnauf-feur
Reports here state that the
R. William, Ont, Aug. 13. As a repurposely kicked the spark plug
of rioting here yesterday by dock
sult
machine
loose, thus rendering the
fifteen wounded are in the
himstrikers,
and
proved
incidentally
helpless,
self a hero, for had he kept going the hof.pital. Today regular soldiers armen no doubt would have gained the rived from Winnipeg and are searchmountains and effected their escape. ing all the houses of the foreign quar-ter- o
for weapons.
The money was recovered.
"
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PRESIDENT TO ANNOUNCE
- 300 CENSUS APPOINTMENTS

r13.

The names
of the more than three hundred su
pervisors of. the thirteenth census to
be appointed by President Taft will
be made public tomorrow or Mon
day by the president, It was learned
here today. Throughout most of the
country there will be a supervisor
for each congressional district, but
in large cities one supervisor --will be
appointed, regardless of the number
of congressional districts.
Consult With Mr. Taft
Beverly, Mass., Aug. 13. Secretary
of Commerce and Labor Nagel, Postmaster General Hitchcock, and Direc
tor of the Census E. D. Durand reached
Beverly today to take up with the
president the appointment of census
supervisors in every state and terri1 tory.
Washington, Aug.

,

AGED WOMAN INJURED
v A
WHILE TRAVELING ALONE
ite agreement on the Camfield project,
which was expected yesterday, was
Yesterday afternoon the resident
delayed until September 1, at which
'
time Mr.' Camfield will again visit tha claim agent for the Santa Fe railway
'
cfty and go over the details of the company and a local physician were
summoned to the depot upon the ar
proposition with the grant board.
During the Interim between now rival of No. 2 passenger train from the
and September 1, another survey of south. Naturally, it was supposed by
the land embraced in the tract to be
that somebody had been
TROUBLE BREWING FOR
4-CHIEF ENGINEER NEWELL f conditionally deeded to Mr. Camfield badly injured in some way, either on
or off the cars. However, such provand totaling between 10,000 and
acres situate in the Gallinas river ed happily not to be the case. It
(Special to The Optic)
f
valley, will be made, so as to recon- seems that an elderly woman, Mrs.
f Washington, Aug. 13. It is re- -- cile
apparent discrepancy of be- William Bates, of Bennington, Ver
f ported in official circles in Wash- tweenanthree
and four' thousand acres, mont, 89 years of age, and traveling
chief
H.
P.
that
Newell,
f ington
which now exists between the Cam-fiel- d alone, was standing In the aisle of a
ser- f engineer of the reclamation Fo.-surveys. ThJs tourist sleeper, when the train sudden
f vice and close friend of Chief re-- - f new and 'government
will be made by Civil ly rounded a curve. The old lady lost
survey
is
to
be
Gilford
ester
Pinchot.
f
Engineer George E. Morrison and her balance and was thrown against
duced to a common reclamation
under the direction of the an upper berth with the result that
In-corps,
of
the
engineer by Secretary
Wfth she received a
grant board, acting together
tertor R.- - A. Ballinger, the result
slight wound in the
Mr.
two forehead.
Camfield's
the
engineers,
Pinchot-Balllnger
controf of the
Work on
corps working together.
f versy, which just now is the all- -- 4 the
towill
second
be
survey
begun
REPUBLICAN JOBS FOR
absorbing topic. Friends of New' REPUBLICANS,
morrow.
SAYS LYON
an
as
his
f ell, who say reputation
in
Because
the
variance
wide
of
the
13.
Cecil Lyon,
Is
f
throughacknowledged
Aug.
engineer
f
Washington,
two surveys mentioned, the tentative
f. out the country, claim that an 4
of , Texas, has
left Washington
agreement, which was expected to be for
f attempt to reduce him in bis ofl- - f entered
Beverly, where he will make an
lnto yesterday, was not sign3
clal position, will result in hi f
effort to induce Mr. Taft to reconed. However, this does not in any
sider bis decision to divide the census
..quitting the federal service. As
way effect the probable outcome of
In Texas between Demo
he is intimately acquainted witn
the proposition, which stands on the appointments
j?overnmfnt projects now under- f eve of consummation pending the crats and Republicans. Lyon wants
all the census appointees to be Re
construction In the west, his re'
of the second survey.
publicans. He will also urge th
f stgnation would seriously cripple completion
4- the
4 It Is believed that the question of president to prolong his stay
service, it Is believed.
(Continued on Page 6.1
Texas this fall.
,

Because of a discrepancy in the
surveys of the engineers representing
D. A. Camfield, and the original survey made under the old government
reservoir project on the Las Vegas
.grant, the matter of reaching a defin
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Salt Lake, Aug. 13. The final busi
Spokane, Aug. 13. An annual ap
Annapolis, Mr., Aug. 13. The Sutton
propriation of ten million dollars for court of inquiry reached its conclud ness session of (he G. A. R., was held
five years to aid Irrigation is asked ing stage today when Henry E. Davis,
today and with a final handclasp the
of congress in resolutions adopted by counsel for Mrs. Sutton, presented his
old comrades will part, some forever.
tbe National Irrigation congress today. arguments. Davis asserted that Sut- The list of officers was
completed by
These resolutions say in part:
ton's letters made impossible the idea the election of Rev. Daniel
Ryan, of
the
homesteaders
under
the
'That
that .he contemplated suicide. He Indianapolis, as chaplain, and E. ' S.
government project be not reqmred to criticized the composition of the re
Brioe, of New York, trustee pt tbe
establish a residence before the gov- port of the original board of Inquest, sinking fund. A number of resolu
ernment is prepared to furnish them of which Lieut. E. S. Willing was the
tions affecting congressional legisla'
water.
recorder, but for whose dereliction, tion on pensions and other subjects
"That the states pass laws regu said Davis, Sutton might still be alive. are now in the hands of a eommi'tee
lating the cutting of timber on public The board, he said, placed the brand. and will be cted on tins afternoon.
and private lands."
of suicide on Sutton with Indecent
Samuel R. Van Sant, former goverThe committee turned down a reso- haste, thus denying him Christian bu
nor of Minnesota, became commander-in-chilution asking for a five billion dollar rial
according to his family faith and
late yesterday afternoon. He
IsMis. after a severe debate. No
.biro, a the family believ- ivon over-Jud- ge
condemning
William A. Ketcham
t
Ballinser-Plnchodiffihint of the
ed, to eternal punishment.
of Indiana by a vote of SS7 to 156.
culty came up in the committee
Major Leonard, judge advocate, fur
Mr3. Jennie A. Berry of Des Moines,
meeting.
nished a surprise when he stated that
Iowa, won in a fight for the national
John I. Martin, representing the
pre would have no opening address to presidency of the Woman's Relief
president of the Lakes to the Gulf make in behalf of the
government un
After three ballots she was
Deep Waterways association,
urged less something might be said by the corps.
elected over Mrs. Belle Harris of Kan
a" federal bond issue In aid of the
attorneys that would require explana sas, by a' vote of 213 to 90.
deep waterways project, before the tlon or
reply.
In addition to Commander Van
Irrigation congress.. His plea for the
When the arguments are concluded Sant, the following officers, were
assistance of the congress was greetwhich will probably be by this evening. elected:
ed with applause, and it is believed a
the court of inquiry will prepare Its
M".
W.
Senior
resolution embodying his Ideas, will
and forward it to the navy de
report
Utah.
Ogden,
Bostaph,
be adopted. Tbe congress this morn
partment, for final disposition.
Junior
Judge Al
lng received the governors of the
fred Beers, Bristol, Conn.
eastern states who speak this after
W. H. Lemon,
Surgeon General
noon. John T. Matnews delivered an DELAWARE TOWN PREY
TO DESTRUCTIVE FIRE Lawrence, Kan.
address on deep waterways for the
inland empire. Ha was followed by
HUNDRED
W. D. Lyman.
Milton, Del., Aug. 13. Almost the TWENTY-FIVDRAW
FREE FARMS
was
town
entire
here
conceded
is
that Pueblo, Colo.,
It
destroyed by
will secure the eighteenth congress. fire early today. A hundred bouses
Tbe committee on permanent organ- were destroyed and many rendered
Couer;d' Alene, Ida,, Aug. 13. Twenty-fhundred additional names were
But twelve houses es- ive
ization has already voted unanimously homeless.
to recommend Pueblo for' the 1910 caped the flames. A wreck on the drawn in the Flathead land lottery
the here this morning. Nearly all of
sessions, and it Is expected its action Delaware railroad prevented
will be ratified tomorrow.
bringing of outside fire fighting ap- these are practically sure of quarter
The secretary of the congress for paratus.
sections of valuable land.
years, B. A. Fowler, of Phoenix, Aria.,
was recommended for president of the
congress after a close vote over for
mer Governor Frank R. Gooding, of
Idaho. The following vice president's J
were recommended: R. E. Twltchell,
Las Vegas, N. M.; Major R. W. Young
Salt Lake City, Utah; Col. Fred W.
Fleming, Kansas City; L. Newman,
Havre, Mont.; E. J. Watson, South
and the support of the republican ma
(Albuquerque Journal.)
Carolina. Arthur Hooker, who has
The wiseacres may predict and the jority in both the house and the senbeen secretary of the local board of
ate, and while there will be opposicontrol here for this congress, was doubting Thomases may doubt, but tion of much the same nature as has
sure
Is
New
Mexico
recommended for permanent secre- statehood for
existed in the past, the bill will be
from the next session of congress."
tary.
(Continued on Page 6)
This is the message and the pre-IMMENSE IMPORTATONS
dictlon which W. H. Andrews, deleOF WOOL LAST YEAR
TO FILL VACANCIES
gate In congress from New Mexico,
IN FOREST SERVICE
the
to
back
yesterbrought
13.
territory
to
According
Aug.
Washington,
a statement issued by tne aepart-men-t day at noon, after an absence of near(Special to The Optic)
of commerce and labor, two ly a year.
f
milWashington, Aug. 13. It is an- hundred sixty-si- x
and one-hal-f
Mr. Andrews has been in the capi
nounced at the headquarters of
lion pounds of wool were Imported tal throughout tbe extra session. He
the forest service, that five hun- into this country during the last fiscal arrived yesterday looking tired and
year. The value of the importations worn and confessing himself weary f dred vacancies in the service In
New Mexico,
Arizona and tha
million dollars. after one of the most tedious sessions
exceeds forty-fiv- e
western states, will be filled at
These were the largest imports of of congress In the . history of the
an early date by the chief forest- any year except 1897.
country.
,
,.
er, Clifford Pinchot, These vac- There has been nothing before con
ancies include positions of every
POLITICAL REFUGEES TO
gress or the country for the past five
TO FIGHT EXTRADITION
months save the tariff," said the del- f description from, forest guard to
supervisor. It is believed that a egate yesterday, "but through all of
new regime will be inaugurated
Chicago, Aug. 13. Political refugees the debate and conference and Strug- and that hereafter technical for- - of the Denfese League are preparing gle. our claimshave not been forgot--j
to assist Jose Rangel and Tomas Sara- - ten and during this period a statehood i est experts win ne made super- visors, these in some instances to
has been drawn, admitting New
bia, arrested in San Antonio, Texas,
for inciting a Mexican revolution and Mexico and Arizona to the union,
succeed practical men occupying f
has ordered its general counsel to go which will be passed aad signed dur - l f these positions. The experts wi'l V
to Texas to combat their extradlUon. lng the coming regular session.'
likely-- be sent west from Wash- - V
The league already has taken up the
"This bill will be an administration
ington and from fore&t schools W
IdefeTise of Antonio Araujo and others measure.
It will have the backing' tho east m snuth.
and active support of President TaftW
similarly charged.
ef
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VITH AS PULLMAN
The National Travelers' association
in convention in Chicago this week,
considered urging the Pullman company to supplant negro porters with
girls. Wilson A. Sprague enjoys the
distinction of being the father of
the "Pullman porteress'" Idea.
"Some people travel for pleasure,"
he said. "We travel to earn our salaries, A trip across the state with
about twenty stops en route means a
loss of sleep for about half that num
ber of nights. We travel at night
to avoid having to stop In a barn of
a hotel in some small town, and what
do we get on the Pullman?
"The porter knows that the average
traveling man, when he boards a Pull
man sleeping car at night. Is dead
tired.
Unless he is well tipped he
eees to it that half the bedding is
not in the berth. You give him his
tip, go to the smoker and while you
are away, he robs some one else's
berth, and there you. are.
"It looks to me that about the
best remedy would be for the railroad company to employ chambermaids, women who have worked in
hotels and, who know how to fix up a
bed so that the occupant Is likely to
enjoy a night's sleep. I have yet to
find a Pullman porter who knows
how to fix a berth properly.
According to the statement of a
Chicago railroad man the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St Paul railway will
soon try an experiment that will determine largely whether the colored
porter Is to become a relic of the
past, go far as railroad transportation
Is concerned.
It is stated, upon the authority of
this man, that the Milwaukee will
replace all the colored porters In Its
!employ with white men, that the
tip system will be entirely abolished
so far as it is possible for the railroad officials to abolish this practice, and that the salary of the white
employe will be made sufficient to
permit him to live decently without
the aid of tips.
The experiment soon to be tried by
the Milwaukee will" be watched by
many other large railroads of the
country, according to the same source
of information. If the plan works out
successfully, then the other roads will
probably follow the lead of the Mil
waukee, and replace their colored em
ployes with white men.

the hospital, limping around and telling the uninformed Just how it happened. '
Fireman J. R. McCabe has gone
back to the cab to increase the
amount of bl3 pay check.
Brakeman A. Baker was called east
from this city yesterday by the se
rious illness of his mother.
Engineer Jud Young, who tool In
all the sights afforded at the big show
in Seattle, has resumed a passenger
run on the north end.
Fireman Peter N. Marx, who had
been detained at home two weeks by
the illness of his first born, is again
doing duty on the road.
Work will be started in a few days
on the construction of the commodi
ous new offices for Master Mechanic
Hicks at San Bernardino.
C. A. Rathbnn has been sent to
Dillon station as relief agent and telegraph operator during the absence
of J. K, Bean on a vacation.
W. H. Daum. industrial agent for
the Santa Fe coast lines, with headquarters in Los Angeles, was a visitor in Albuquerque this week.
Chris Wertz. chief clerk at the Clo-vl- s
shops, left for that place last evening on No. 9, after a short visit to
family and friends in this city.
Train Dispatcher E. O. Owens was
ill last night and unable for duty at
a key, necessitating longer hours for
Dispatchers Straussen and Faulkner.
The local wrecking crew was called
to Glorieta late yesterday afternoon
some freight cars that had
to
Jumped the track for cause. Engineer Blevlns was at the throttle
and William Lewis bossed the Job and
made easy work of it
There was an important meeting of
Santa Fe officials at La Junta Tuesday, which was attended by W. C.
Kouns, general superintendent, R. J.
Parker, a general superintendent for
the western lines and several
division
western
superintendents.
Nothing was given out as to the
matters under discussion.
The survivors of the famous Chats- worth wreck, which occurred on the
night of August 10, 1887, held their
annual meeting in Peoria, 111., this
week. Attorney James T. Brady, who
as a newspaper reporter in Peoria,
wrote the first story of the disaster,
delivered an address. The Chatsworth
wreck took place when an excursion
re-ra- il

:

THE BEST REGULATOR.

RAILROAD NOTES.

Engineer Lee Wright is off a trip.
resting his eyes.
Engineer D. A. Sulier has resumed
a passenger run, going down the line
on No. 9

PORTERS

last night

Another car of luscious watermelons
has been received from Texas by the
Miller Fruit company.
Fireman Barton, who was painfully
scalded on a foot, is in town from

We promise to return every cent paid as
if they tail to
relieva constipation. They are
eaten like candy, are particularly good for
delicate persons and children, do not gripe
or cause nausea, and may be taken at any
time of day or night without any inconvenience whatever. We want you. to try
Rexall Orderlies at our risk because we
are positive they will do as we claim. Two
sizes, toe. and 25c.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.
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MYSTERIOUS BLONDE NOT
on the Toledo, Peoria & WestDEAD OFFICER'S WIFE
ern railroad from Niagara falls ran
Into a burned out culvert between
The Trinidad-Chronicl- e
Newa is in
Chatsworth and Piper City. Eighty-igh- t
a letter from E. E. Barker,
of
and
receipt
persons were killed outright
who
does not
t
A
vba has n weak and impaired stomach and
i
father of the late marshal of Clayton,
find that his blood has become
many others died afterwards of their
properly digest his food will soon
his
Union county, dated Foss, Okla.. Aug- -'
is
whole
and
and
death
that
body
improperly
and
who
impoverished,
Those
weak
escaped
injuries.
nourished.
ust 10th, saying that he has a copy
insufficiently
every
Peoria
have held a reunion at
of that paper with, the statement that
DISCOVERT
MEDICAL
GOLDEN
disaster.
PIERCES
the
Dr.
since
year
Mrs. Barker was at the Coronadj
make the ttomack atroai, promote the flow ot
Difficulty In obtaining necessary
tlliestlre lulcen, restore the lost appetite, make
in that city at the time of the
hotel
has largely tied up
aeslmllatloa perfect, lavtiorate the liter and
killing. He says that the woman is
and earlekea tie blood. It I tie treat blood-make- r,
building operations on the Santa Fe's
parities
Veek-balldan imposter, as the real Mrs. Barker
aad reetoratlte aerra toale. It make mem
San Diego line, where extensive
conatroai la body, aetlwo la mlad mad tool In lodgement.
was with him at Foss, Okla.. and-hachanges are being made. The
been prior to the killing atnev
This "Discovery" is a pure, glyceric extract of American medical roots,
tractors are holding their men and
absolutely tree from alcohol and all injurious,
drugs. All its
the first of July.
equipment on the' ground until tb
Ingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship with secret
Mr. Barker is in the carriage maktrouble is adjusted.
nostrums. Its every ingredientis endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
fre1
.t
200.000
Idle
With more than
n
ing business in Oklahoma, and says ho
medicine. Don't accept secret nostrum as substitute for this
Asi voua neighbors. They must know of
Is at a loss to understand why the
cars and with reasonably large or jrs
remedy o known composition.
many cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
for equipment being filled dally, the
blonde woman at Trinidad should
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.
railroads In the west do nct ap
represent herself as being the bstter
hend serious difficulty In taking ca"
half of his eon when she was not.
of the wheat and other crops. That misdemeanor and the trouble men of) A man can fall in love with a wo
'
there may be a shortage of cars they the roads have their work lessened man older than he is easily enough;
Delicious Banana Cream.
do not deny, but this they declare Is materially because of this change of the hard thing is to stay in love with
This recipe Is highly recommended
unavoidable In years of phenomenal styles In the southwest
her.
by one of our correspondents; try it
The fact that the railroads are excrop yield.
for dessert tomorrow.
In addition to the $5,400,000 in car periencing a return of confidence is
Cholera Infantum Cured.
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
orders placed las,t week by the Penn- shown by the fact that there has been
"Something like two years ago my with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add
sylvania railroad company, the Penn- during the past month an Increase of baby, which was then about a year one teacup sweet cream beaten to a
sylvania lines west of Pittsburg over 300 per cent In the equipment or- old, was taken seriously ill with chol- stiff froth, then add one 10c
package
awarded orders this week for ap- ders.
During July the railroads or era infantum, vomiting and purging of Lemon JELL-dissolved in 1
worth of dered approximately
proximately $3,000,000
25,000 cars, profusely," write- - J. F. Dempsey of teacups
boiling water. Pour Into mold
freight equipment to the Standard whereas during June they ordered Dempsey, Ala. "I did what I could to and when cold garnish with candied
Steel Car company and the Cambria only 7,615 cars. Among the largest relieve her but did her no good, and cherries.
Serve with whipped cream.
Steel company. This makes a total orders was that placed by the Harrl- - being very much alarmed about her or
any
good
pudding sauce. jmuirO
of more than $9,000,000 to be expend- man lines for 4,945 cars.
Among went for a physician but failed to find 13 sold by all Grocers at 10c
per pack-ed this year by the Pennsylvania for the new inquiries for cars Is that of one, so came back by Elder Bros. &
age.
the Rock Island, which Is for 1,000 Carter's store, and Mr. Elder recomfreight equipment alone.
Appreciative of the good feeling furniture cars and 1,000 box cars. The mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
It is so much easier to make a bad j
which existed between H. S. Wall, Burlington is also making inquiry for and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
matter
worse than to make a good.
aa
as
home
went
bottle
of
It,
quickly
Ari500 steel flat cars and 500 stock cars.
formerly master mechanic of the
possible and gave the baby a dose of matter better.
zona division, and the men, the enthe remedy. It relieved her in fifteen
minutes and soon cured her entirely."
gineers have just sent the new superGranulated Sore Eyes Cured.
What Is Best for Indigestion? Jr
For sale by all dealers.
intendent of shops in San Bernardino
a
from
"For
I suffered
'
years
twenty
A. Robinson of Drumguin, OntaMr.
a beautiful embossed and framed bad case
of granulated sore eyes, says Blobbs Henpecke says life, offers rio, has been troubled for years with
resolutions
which
the
the
copy of
Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In him
nothing to be thankful for. Slob.bg indigestion, and recommends Chamber.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
shucks! He might have been a Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as
Oh,
Needles
division
of the
adopted after to try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
"the beet medicine I ever used." JI
Mormon.
their former superior officer was one box and used about
of
with indigestion or constlpa- troubled
transferred to San Bernardino.
it and my eyes have not given me any
tion give them a trial. They are cerbusiness
conditions
Washington's
Spots.
upon
Plague
trouble since." This salve is for sale
Improved
tain t nrova heneflctn.1 Thv ara
Lie In the low, marshy bottoms of easy to take and pleasant in effect
the Santa Fe have placed In service by all dealers.
the Potomac, the breeding ground of Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all
recently thirty of the largest engines
Does a man who works in the mint malaria germs. These germs cause dealers.
owned by this road, which have been
tied up at Cleburne, Texas, for a have to have the money making In chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
The fellow who puts up a good front,
The Santa Fe stinct?
number of months.
jaundice, lassitude, weakness and gen isn't so
apt to be kicked behind his
nearer
are
eral debility and bring suffering and
shops there
running upon
back.
If you are all run down Foley's death to thousands yearly. But Elec
full time and force than for many
months, and no extra men are at pres Kidney Remedy will help you. It tric Bitters never fail to destroy them
Active at 87.
ent upon the board.
The next pay strengthens the kidneys so they will and cure malaria troubles. "They are
would
This
be unusual news If men
i
roll of the railroad company In Cle eliminate the impurities fro-jtonic and cure for
the the best
burne will be the largest of this year. blood that depress the nerves," and malaria I ever used." writes R. M. and women would ... keep themselves
cause exhaustion, backache, rheumat James of Louellen, S, C. They cure free from rheumatism and all aches-anJ. V. Wilson, the pioneer-enginee- r
pains as well as keeping their
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul ism and urinary Irregularities, which stomach, liver, kidney and blood trou
's
the vitality. Do not delay. Take bles and will prevent typhoid. Try muscles and Joints limber with
sap
railroad, died recently at his resi Foley's Kidney Remedy at once. O. G. them, 50c. Guaranteed by all drugSnow Liniment Sold b Center
dence in Elgin, 111. He had been with Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Biock Depot Drug Co.
gists.
the road fifty-thre- e
years and feast its
oldest employe. As an engineer he
traveled more than 2.000.000 miles,
carrying more than 500,000 passengers
Subscribe
Agents
without an accident to any of them,
Four weeks ago he made his last run
Butter ilk
for the
from Chicago to Elgin.
He was 73
years old. His son, Alonzo IE. WilPatterns
Delineator
ESTABLISHED
son, is chairman of the prohibition
state committee.
It has been announced that the
last gap in the Pacific coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul railway would be closed next
Sunday, August 15, when local passenger train service will be established between Butte, Mont, and
Maiden, Wash., on the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound railroaq.
We findwe have too many Children's Oxfords for so near the close of the Season, and have
Through passenger service Is now in
determined to reduce the stock regardless of price. The line consists of several numbers of the
effect between St. Paul and Minneapbest Summer Styles, all new goods, and are neat comfortable and dressy. Remember, there is at
olis and Butte, and with the compleleast two months yet, during which Oxfords will be worn. This fact makes the quoted prices
tion of the new line will reach the
especially attractive.
coast without a break.
Work Is to be started at once, un
L
der the supervision of General Fore
The line includes
following
man J. F. Parker, of the bridge, and
building department, on the permanent repairs to the big steel bridge
known in i railroad circles as
over the Arroyo Seco, between Los
Angeles and Pasadena, which on February 8 of this year, was washed out
by the high waters, a bad wreck be.,--..
ing narrowly averted as a loaded pasin
ankle
Oxfords
and
plain
strape Oxfords, worth regular $1.50, $1.65, $1.85 and'$2.00 pain
senger train passed over the tottering
structure.
At that time temporary
repairs were made by driving wooden
piles and again raising the bridge
upon the new supports.
while they last, for only
More rich coal land will be taken
from the Denver & Rio Grande railroad company, if the government is
successful In a suit instituted In the
United .States circuit court at IDenver
against the Calumet Fuel company,
said to be a subsidiary of the railroad.
The suit seeks to recover 1,000 acres
OUR FALL STOCK
of the most valuable coal land In the
for cleaning and recoloring Suede Shoes.
of Ladies', Men's and Children's Shoes is
Trinidad district, charging that the
Makes them look like new. Comes in two
now complete. Styles are exceptionally
railroad got possession through dum
shades of brown, black and grey.
pretty and attractive this season.
my entrymen. The land upon which
the action Is based is valued at from
ASK TO SEE THEM
PERBOX25Cts.
Evidence in
to $250,000.
$200,000
the case was secured by the assist
ance of Special Agent McEnlry.
It Is no longer considered good
form to shoot the glass insulators off
the railroad telegraph .lines in the
southwest This was. once the popn
lar pastime of , cow punchers and
others who toted a brace of
MARK
REGISTERED ISOS
Sf' Y TRAD
Ss
and the railroads kept a
regular man constantly on the move
along the line with a keg of glass
knobs, replacing those that some fesare now
for
Suit. Our
tive range rider had chosen as hla
here
never
target. The custom of shooting up a
a
more attrac- samples
the telegraph lines is no longer prac,
tive line.
ticed in the southwest, because of
a
offense
stringent la'g making the
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HOW CAMPBELL SOIL SYSTEM
WAS SUGGESTED; ITS RESULTS

farmer.
Over millions of acres bonanza farm
ers like Campbell are harvesting their
wheat crop. They think in thousands
where the middle westerner thinko iii
hundreds. The single harvester and
one day of threshing are not for them.
Their work moves trains, fixes the
cost of living and brings millions in
gold from foreign countries to western banks, never to return.

NEW MEXICO'S

WORTH
MOUNTAINS

Largest Wholesale Bouse
CHARLES ILFELD

INCORPORATED

J0

Lincoln, Nb. Aug. 13 H. W. next spring the first wheat packer, a
harrom like implement, was turned out
WHOLESALE
Campbell of Lincoln U the world's
at the little forge of Woodman & Foy,
best known bonanza farmer. He beDistributing Agents of
Heetlnger county, S. D. To the amazegan farming 25 years ago with no mo- ment of other farmers, Campbell's
Jno. Deflre
During Change of Life,
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ney and a family. Now be operates
There
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that
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yield
Ave big wheat farms In all sections of
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had been little rain and the Dakota COMPANY FORMED. TO
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,
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WORK
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never satisfied unless his yield of
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climate,
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through theChantreof Life
wheat approximates 60 bushels per
from nervousness
Campbell fortunate. From that time
of
Scott
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Earl
and
Julius
Meyers
andother
acre.
annoying
on he boomed his theories, built bis
Studebaker
and Fred Fornoff of Santa Fe
symptoms, and I
The history of farming in the great
WAGONS VEHICLES
can truly say that
Implements and those of his neigh have organized the New Mexico Salt
western country is in no less respect
American
farm
LydiaE.Pinkhani'8
on
and
buying
kept
bors,
right
Freat
the
leased
ComEl wood
a history of what Campbell has done lands where the soil was pronounced company and have
Vegetable
STOCK FENCE
pound has proved
o make farming a science rather than worthless. These tracts now are bon Salt Lake east of Estancla. They
worth mountains
Genuine OHddn
found, for Instance, that Estancla
a gamble.
of gold to me, as it
$
anza farms.
BARB WIRE
the
all
salt
are
owners
stock
won
shipping
against
health
restored
The greatest battle ever
my
Here are the farms Mr. Campbell
and strength. I
adversity farming was waged by the operates today: North Dakota, 1,000 way from Hutchinson, Kan., although
never forget to tell
have as good salt right In the
they
US VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
farmers of this big western country.
my friends what
Midland county, Texas, 640 valley. The new firm will place the
acres;
beia
1909
Now that the
bumper crop
LydlaE. Pinkham's
320 acres;
'
Is be- acres; Plainvlew, Texas,
salt on the market.
Vegetable Compound has done for me
ing harvested public attention
320
Medicine
acres;
Holdredge, Neb.,
Complete
during this trying period.
ing drawn to Campbell's remarkable Hat, Alberta, 640 acres.
restoration to neaitti means bo muca
career.
to me that for the sake of other suffer- "When those farmers back in the RAID ORDER TIES
If you draw a line from Duluth to
ing women I amsowilling to make my
old days were praying for rain," said
trouble public
you may publish
Dallas, passing through Minneapolis Campbell, as he sat on the porch of
COMPANY
LP LAND
this letter." Mrs. Chas. Barclay,
and Kansas City, you have roughly the his home
"R.F.D..firaniteville.
Vt
here, "I told them that the
No other medicine for woman's Ills
eastern boundary of what once was
a clBtern under
was
to
do
wide-spreto
put
and un
such
thing
received
Washington, Aug. 13. A fraud order has
thought the poorest wheat country in their ground and put a lid on It The
endorsement Xi o other medqualified
the world. "The plains", the early cistern was the natural moisture, the has been issued against the San Luis icine we know of has such a record
settler called it. and their views were lid the pressed ground at the top. Valley Land and Irrigation company of cures of female ills as has Lydia E.
who
Compound.
of 910 Commerce Building, Kansas Pinkham's Vegetable
echoed by the old
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'Save the water you've got,' I told
Frank H.
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wheat
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country
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Hitchcock,
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alleging
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had to fight the crop experts down at
fibroid tumors. Irregularities,
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Is violating the laws of the United through the period of change of life.
fields are fat and the harvesting,
sow
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while
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according to Mr.
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other
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which it paid $200,000.
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to deal with the peculiar problems of
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Dakota territory, now ionn county.
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packer
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mule. But he studied heads of wheat from one
and a
surface.
even
Count
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the soil, got it analyzed, and in spite ing 40 grains to the head, that gives ed to provide a speclflo and lawful
This packing and pulverizing of the
of discouragement around him found the seeding manifold of 8,000 and you method for distribution, after advertis furrow slice is especially necessary
ing that the contract holders securing when the soil is plowed dry or when
that the Dakota soil, had all the ele- can bet I save that seed."
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soil was loose and the moisture from 1417 0 street here and transacts his required to pay for them.
under, because If the furrow slice Is i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
rains escaped, making the country hnva farmine business from it. He The department also makes the as left loose and unpulverized, the capll
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
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irrigate
50 lbs., to 200 ibs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
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east for money and left. Campbell
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stuck.
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add that "the union will be split Into
four grand divisions ami thin hemisESTABLISHES 1379.
phere will be all the happier for it."
Such la a populists prophecy. When
PUBLISHED BY
It cornea to a question of relying on
The Optic Publishing Company the statement of the present secretary of war or on those of an
(IKPI14TI)
for the presidency ou the popU. M. PADGETT
EDITOR ulist, ticket, ninety-ninwen out of every hundred tu thU country will not
heeiute. even for thts fractional part
of a second. Mr. Dickinson la surely
In a far better position and mood to
Entered at the PostofOe at But know he temper of .the
pwple than
Lm Vegas, N M as eoood-clac- a
la Tom Wataon. The tatter's prophecy, like so many other of similar Ilk,
Is a matter of Uughtr.
It la a huge
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION,
Joke.

Cite QaUu Optic

&E if (q) mm m
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Per Tear by Carrier
Per Month by Carrier
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A SCHOOL

$7.00

Of

GENTLE

j

Pence

for president on the populist
cut an employer socially without losticket, during the course of a speech
devoted mainly to criticisms of cer ing one's job; how to demean oneself
under--I
tain pronouncements of Secretary of toward a man so lacking in
War Dickinson, himself a southern! standing as to advertise for a "brightgirl." The preceptress and proprieman, suggests and forecasts that this trpdtt
rxf Ma nrfinnl prMenttv thlrilm
union will eventually be divided Intothat
ese are subjects upon which
four separate and distinct nations.
j
,nstructlon should be g,TCn. We do
After denouncing Mr. Dickinson's not say her nay. We do ask,
that "there are in the south j ever, if subjects announced In the
but few, if any, who would not turn j curriculum of this educational
with sentiments of abhorrence ' ty are not calculated to put on a veneer
from any suggestion that it would be rather than to touch the moral fiber
better for the south if it had sucoeed-- ' Itself. Doubtless many of the worked in establishing an Independent gov--j ing girls In our large cities need
the well balanced and far Btructlon in the ways of the world,
eeing advocate of populistlc theories but it is extremely doubtful if a school
ears: "I am quite sincere ln saying of external manners will supply the
lhat it would have been better for the need. A girl who doea not care to
Bouth had the confederacy succeeded, make the acquaintance of a street
We would have had no constant irrl-j'cconductor. chat with the ele
tant such as we now have in the so--'. vator starter, or attract the attention
of a handsome floor walker, need not
blacks, in
coons and the niggerite white people do so, even if she has not had the
of the north who are eternally putting ' advantages offered by a course under
the devil into the heads of the Afro-- ! Mrs. T. Vernette Morse. It Isn't the
Americans. The western states would manner that will do her good; It Is
be better off in a separate state of wnat prompts the manner. After all,
their own. It will come some day. wnnt we want most in this world Is
The southern states would be far bet- - 'eKS manner and more substance.
ter off in a state of their own. 11
will come some day. " , He forgot to
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
add that Tom Watson would be far passenger agent for the D. & R. G., is
better off in. a state of his own. It in town today from his headquarters
will come some day. Bat he does 'in Santa Fe.
y
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Douglas Avenue.

R.

J.

TAUPERT,
M.

It

Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

COO

-

Douglas Avenue.

i

Herbert J. Hagerman,

jui

office-holdin-

.

E. Lug Vejra.

-

;

Gorham Silver;.

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc ; . .
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase. '

:

-

614

-

a

j

Common Sense Shoe Store

MANNERS

novel-ewiftJ-

grift of Silver, Cut Glass', China or
we
remember
Jewelry,
carry only the BEST.
-

HAGERMAN
ALL HIGHLY PRAISE
COLONEL JONES' LECTURE
MOTORING FOR PLEASURE

Mra T Vernette Morse, whoever
I
he la. has established in Chicago, a
Weekly.
Om Tear
$3.00 school whose announced purpose Is to
Cii Month
i.oo teach worklns girls how to elude the
i , wiles
of men. Among the courses
A POPULIST'S PROPHECY
taught tn this novel Institution are the
.
following: How to treat a street car
'
Another nronhet la to the fore. Mr conductor; how to treat an elevator
Tom Watson, of Georgia, former can-- 1 6tarter; how to act ln
of a handsome floor walker; how to
Udate

cial-equali-

Hedgcock's

.(5

i
vamw

If anticipating: buying- a

.

e

Day

A Reminder

who arrived In Las Vegas yesterday

MARKET

All who have ever heard Col. "Buf-

falo" Jones' lecture on "X Lifetime
With Wild Animals,," are a uatt it
declaring it an educational treat.
Herewith la quoted some testimonials
on this lecture which will be the attraction at the Duncan opera house
tonight:
"Exeter. N. II.. Feby. 7th. 1908.
"All who attended the lecture by
Colonel Jones on A Lifetime With
Wild Animals' were perfectly delighted with It It was considered to
be the best of all the lectures that
we have had this winter on the Merrill lecture course. You may also say
that the other managers of the lecture
course (Prln. Amen and Frof. Tifts,,
of Phillips Exeter Academy) were as
much pleased with the lecture as I

from Santa Fe, and remained over until this noon renewing acquaintances
in the Meadow City, left for Colorado
Springs this afternoon.
has taken a respite
The
from his arduous duties of looking after his father's extensive fruit raising
and landed interests in the Pecos valley, and Is spending the time motoring for pleasure.
He left Roswell several days ago in
a brand new four- - cylinder Huick
roadster accompanied by his chauffenr
Charles Mitchell, and drove to Santa
Fe, where he was the guest of honor
at a banquet at the executive mansion.
He stopped here en route to Colorado
Springs, where he goes to visit his
brother, Percy Hagerman, an Attorney was.
"ARTHUR O. FULLER, Chairman."
there, and while ln the city Incident alwhom It may concern: '1 have
"To
car
motor
overhauled at
ly had his
the local garage for- the long trip had the great pleasure of hearing Col.
C. J. Jones, better known as "Buffalo"
north.
Jones, give his lecture on wild animals, illustrated by the stereoptlcon
ARIZONA WILL BUILD
and moving pictures. I can truthfulGREAT PUBLIC HIGHWAY
ly say that this is one of lie meet
entertaining lectures I have ever heard
Blsbee, Ariz., Aug. 13. The iterrito-rla- l in my life. The pictures are so exgood roads commission has decid
traordinary that one must see them
ed to assess a tax of 16 cents per $100 to
enjoy them; it Is impossible to devaluation against the property owners scribe them
adequately. The lecture
of Cochise county for the construction itself was
delightful, full of good
of a great territorial highway, which sense, keen humor and personal
shall connect all of the outlying por- charm. Everyone who hears Col.
tions of thcterrltory with Phoenix, the Jones and sees his wonderful pictures
capital city. The route of the propos- is sure to receive, ln a very bfgn
ed road through Cochise county has dferee. a combination of Instruction
not yet been officially determined, but and entertainment.
it Is announced that it will touch
"WILLIAM LYON PHELPS,
Douglas, Bsl?1?, Tombstone and pos- "Professor of English Literature, Yale
sibly Benson, from which point it will
University." .
ge over the mountain to the adjoinIf you read it ln The Optio It's so.
ing county of Tucsca.

butchers J7.6O07.8O; light $7.407.70;
pigs $6.0007.25.
Sheep 1000, 10 higher; muttons $4.25
5.25; lambs $6.007.75; range weth
ers I.I.75S? 5.25: ranee ewes iTOOira

REPORTS.

SL Louis Wool Market
Aug.
unchanged;
territory western modiuuiB, 2328;
fine mediums, 22034; fine. 13Q19.
St.

Iuin.

13,-W- oul

5.00.

New York Metal Market
Now York, Aug. 13. Copper dull
Standard spot $12. C5Q 12.95; electrolytic. 12.8513.10. Lead steady, $4.35

silver

4.45;

61

1$.

New York Stocks
New York, Aug. 13. Prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 44; eall
404
2
money 2 4
Amalgamated $86;
New York CenAtchison, $119
1--

Southern Pacific,
Pacific, $214
Steel, preferred, $125
Steel, com-

tral,

$135

$124

Union

7--

1--

3--

mon, $76 3

Chicago Live Stock.
Cattle 2000;
Chicago, Aug, 13.
Htrong, beeves $4.357.50;
Texas
steers
$4.005.50: western steers
$4.006.0O; stockers' feeders $3.10
5.15; cows, heifers $2.25tfD6.30: calves
$5.5008.25.
Hogs, 11,000, 5 higher, light $7.45
8.00; mixed $7.38.05; heavy $7.20
8.05; rough $7.257.45; good choice
heavy $7.458.05; pigs $6.907.80;-bulsales $7.557.90.
Sheep 8000, 5 to 10 higher, native
$3.205.20; western $3.305.20; yearlings $4.505.70; lambs, native $4,759
81.0; western $5.007.85.

4.

-

CLOVIS
Chicago Provisions
Chicago, Aug. 13. Wheat, Septemcorn,
ber, 98
December, 95
September 65; December Si
December
oats, September, 37
37
Pork, September, $17.20; January, $16.90. Lard, September, $11.40
11.42; October, $11.35. Ribs, September, $11.10; October, $10.82

ORGANIZES A
COMPANY OF MILITtA

Clovis, N. M., Aug. 13. Clovls now
has the distinction of having been recognized by the governor to the extent
of allowing a national guard company
to be organized here. A. Mendenhall,
a well known citizen of this city,. Is
captain, and he is putting forth a great
effort to get good material into the
Kansas City Live Stock.
company that he is organizing and drilKansas City, Aug. 13. Cattle 2000, ling. The governor promises thai ther
Including 1500 southerns; strong; na- guns, ammunition and other necessary
tive steers $4.507.50; southern steers equipment will be here at once, and In
addition, promises his support for an
$3.305.50; southern cows $2.50
armory for this city if the people hero
3.85; cows, heifers $2.006.00; stock-ershow sufficient interest in the
feeders $3.005.25; bulls $2.75
4.00; calves $3.507.00; western steejs
$4.506.35; western cows $2.754.50.
Items to The
Hog3 4000 higher; bulk sales $7.55
Telephone your
7.80; heavy $7.707.80; packers. Optic, Phone Main 2.
3--

5--8;

5--

1--

s'

ne-w-
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SUIHriER EXHIBITION AND SPECIAL SALE OF
.1

A mencan

...

Printin s: Co. Wash abrics

Tomorrow we will open a special exhibition and sale of American Printing Co. Wash Fabrics. A
splendid assortment of all the newest effects in American Prints will be shown, and offered for sale.
In this display will be shown:
American Light indigo Dlues
American Dark Indigo dues
American Sivcr Gray
American Mourning Styles

American Mercerized Finish Prints

American Crcpo Effects

American Prints are the Standard of the world, and along with vast lines of staple styles always carried in stock we will
show lines of new fancies specially designed und printed for this summer's exhibitions. All styles of
American Prints, during this exhibition

We will show many cases of entirely new goods in regular dress styles at the above price.
Solid cases of the new fancy styles have been shipped to us direct from the American Printing Company's plant at Fall River, Mass., the largest print works in the world

Geo Windows Dicplaya of Amariann Printing Go.'o Wash Fabrics.
In conection with this sale we
offer our entire stock of Laces and

IN OUR WINDOWS you will see a number of Dresses for Ladies, and Misses made expressly for us by the
American Printing: Co. Patterns made by the Ladies' Home Journal Patterns Co. , for which we are exclusive agents
in Las Vegas. Any pattern f these Dresses can be obtained from us.
The secret of producing stylish) attractive and becoming dresses and waists for women, dresses
for school children, etc., from American Printing Co. Wash Fabrics will never be revealed to you

until you have used the

embroideries including Allovers
AT

;

15 Pur

Ladles' Home Journal Patterns

A lot of Ribbons all sizes, and
shades, some flowered and striped,

BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED FROM THE LADIES HOME
JOURNAL PATTERNS, when making Women's dresses and waists, children's school dresses, house negligees, aprons, etc., from "American" Printing Co. 's wash fabrics.
The greatest essential to a successful garment is an accurate pattern. The most skilful dressmaker cannot get
correct results if the pattern is faulty. That is why you'll find that the best dressmakers use THE LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL PATTERNS they are absolutely accurate and are accompanied with instructions and illustrations that
i
are so simple there's no possibility of misunderstanding.
The price of these patterns are 10c and 15c. " They comprise designs for all kinds of wear, all kinds of women

LI
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"The

store

all new

goodsthe

Children's Oxfords and Pumps,;1'

PER CENT

Big Monthly Style Book for Septem'

of Quality"

berF&EE
,
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The
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rj.M.
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Fall Quarterly

!tt

on sale,

Ask for Quarterly Exchange

checks!

T

'

'

;:,
'

OFFy'

Women's Tan Oxfords,

""'

Style Booknow;
i

50c, 35c; 40c,

25c; 25, 17c.

'

and all sizes of pocketbooks.

M Off

i
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methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven

I

the wisdom of trad-

In a Hurry

Dakota.
Mr. and Mrs. Benito Baca reached

FJVE

FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 1909

Ice Cream

Tuturacari, Santa Rota and Vaughn,
having purchased several town lots In
the latter jilace on a "spec."
E. A. Buck, J. B. Washburn and J.
B. Washburn, Jr., are guests at the
Eldorado hotel from Elkton. South

Trustworthy

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Ice and 5
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5 Cents in
this city from Tucumcari yesterday, Only
making the trip across the country
ing with us. While
Minutes in Time R? qui-eteam.
by
z
a
for
working
Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial superto Make 100 Plates
O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
M.
ness we have been
intendent of public instruction, arrivF.
JANUARY, AMt Cashier.
a
for
repui
working
ed at the Castaneda last evening from
tation; we have gain- Santa Fe.
A wonderful Ice Cream Freezer Q
ed it and it will be
E. A. Stubblefield is at Hotel La
.
is being shown at our Store. It
G.
C.
Pension from Cedar City, Mo.:
upheld. Every deal
makes Ice Cream on an instant's O
'
Mordorf from Tucumcari; J. S. Russ notice. You no
with us is a satisfaclonger have to O
THE SOONER YOU START
from Dallas.
Cream
the store, but
Ice
at
we
deal
guabuy
tory
O
O. L. Mullen has been hp from Ojl-t- a
you can turn it out at home cheaprantee that.
to pat a little every pay day In the savings, bank, the sooner
today, purchasing supplies to run er and in less time than the most O
you'll reach independence and a competency.
his little household for t hm next fort- expert Ice Cream maker in the
'
CO.
DRUG
WINTERS
night to come.
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
City can do it.
Las
in
Mrs. Henry L. Waldo arrived
The little machine is simple in
Main
3
Telephone
will open aa account with you with as little as 1 1.00 and will
Vegas his afternoon from Kansas construction and requires but 5
BRIDGE STREET
pay i per cent Interest on your deposits. Why not open one
City and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. cents', worth of Ice to make a
ntfxt pay day? Youll never be any younger and you cannot
in
er.
A.
Cream
T.
hundred plates of Ice
Rogers,
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
be too young to start saving.
Misa Bessie Murray, of Atchison, five minutes.
on
here
last
arrived
is
The
cost of the machine
evening
Kansas,
PERSONALS
a visit to Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Cayot moderate in fact, so cheap that
the poorest family can afford.
She is a sister of the latter.
OFFICE WITH
Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds departed
Mrs. W. J. Mills and daughter. Miss
Only for sale at
tor El Paso last evening.
Na.tlorva.1
Sa.r
Madeline, have returned home from
R. B. Pegram is a business visitor a short sojourn at El Porvenlr moun
THE ROSENTHAL
51
) tain resort, accompanied by Miss Ruth
from Kansas City today.
3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
F. M. Sunderlln arrived in the city Winters.
evening.
last
A. A. Sosaya returned from Wagon 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
from Watroua
4
R. H. E.
Second game
D. D. Ferrel reached town this af- Mound last evening with a bride on
Jars, (pints)
BASEBALL SCORES
300 300 20x 8 9 1
Cincinnati
Texas.
to
El
Paso,
ternoon from
80c dz. for Mason
his arm, he having been married
000 200 0002 8 4
Boston
' P. H. Knowlton is here again from Misa Victoria Roybal in that town
Fruit Jars, (quarts)
Roths; Fergu
Rowan
STAND
HOW
THEY
andvMcLean,
Denver; also George Levesque.
yesterday.
1.00 dz. for Mason .
son and ShawJ Rairdon.
W. J. Burkhead registers at the
T. B. Waddell. is a New Yorker inFruit Jars, (half gallon)
R. H. E
Score
National League.
Plaza hotel and sanitarium from Ama
Beginners' class starts Tonight
terviewing local merchants today.
on sale at
Won. LostPct. St. Louis ...200 200 200 0006 9 6 at 8 o'clock.
Pablo
and
Qulntana
Casados
Juan
rillo, Tevas; August Berger and;C.
THE ROSENTHAL
000 6 17 2
72 28 .720 Brooklyn ....050
Pittsburg
are at the Central hotel from Mora. M. McAlpine from Lake Providence,
and
67 3a .670
Rucker,
Salee
Bliss,
Phelps;
Chicago
R.
C.
and
Gugenhelm
Louisiana.
E. L. Collins
$2.75 For
Top Mat New York
59 37 .616 Mclntyre and Bergen, Marshall.
Patricio Sena, manager of El Pala-are in the city today from St. Louis.
Gentlemen,
tresses, full size, only at
50 50 .500
Cincinnati
W. M. Lewis and family took an cio store, on Bridge street, returned
THE ROSENTHAL
.460
54
46
American
,
League
Philadelphia
outing trip to the Kroenig lake yes- yesterday from Santa Rosa and Sun
40 56 .417
In the American league the race for
Mat St Louis
nyside, a business trip that occupied $4.$5 for $7.50
terday.
Ladies,
36 62 .367 first place still continues neck and
Brooklyn
C. H. Nichols la in town today from several days.
tresses, full size,
.255
2G 76
and
Both
Detroit
neck.
Philadelphia
Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stern departed
on another of his periodical
, Trinidad
only at
won their games yesterday, and both
business trips.
yesterday on an extended trip to
Term consists of ten lessons,
remain tied as a consequence, for
American
League
H. N. Graubarth and family have California and the Pacific northwest,
Philaof
The
Won.Lost.Pct.
first
playing
ten-daplace.
out
a
the
byfrom
home
returned to town
probably returning
63 41 .606 delphia is the sensation of .the base
Detroit
'
northern route.
lng at Harvey's.
Bets are Regular Dance Tomorrow Night.
63 41 .606 ball world just at present.
.
A
R
CD.
and
Philadelphia
afterC.
J. Roberts
T. Hosklns returned this
Attorney
Y. M. C. A.
44.588
63
Opposite
that
'.
Philadelphia will
Boston
being placed
Hallowell reached the city from Raton noop. from Santa Fe, where he
53 62 .505 capture the flag by home admirers,
Cleveland
a meeting of the penitentiary
on an afternoon train.
BESERVOIH PROJECT
49 54 .476 so confident are they that the team
Chicago
Pfana Rlee came to the city from board, at which only routlie business
EARLY STATEHOOD
New York
....49 54 .476 will keep up Its phenomenal playing
was transacted.
Milwaukee last evening and regl
45 66 '.44B to the end of the season. It cannot
St.
(Continued from Page 1)
Louis
Mrs.
A.
S.
and
Castaneda.
Dale,
eon,
tered at the
Moye
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.295
Jen
be
31
denied
from
that
Hughie
One)
Manager
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Washington
J. M. Montoya, a saw mill operator, leave on No. 8 tonight for Colorado
water rights will also be definitely
nings, of the Tigers, Is worried by
Is here today from Guadaluplta in the Springs, in which city they wilt re
a
than
less
and
within
year
passed
the hard race the Phillies are giving settled by, the time the meeting la
Western - League
side permanently, joining other mem New Mexico will be a state."
neighboring county of Mora.
September is held. In the meantime,
.
Won.Lost.Pct. him.
Mrs. D. J. Devlne left for Santa Fe bers of the family there.
There is no doubt of the delegate's Des Moines
K. H. E. Mr. Camfleld, his attorney. Senator J.
Score
60 40 .600
,
rest sincerity in his belief that at last
this afternoon on a visit to a sister,
Joseph E. Saint, an
4 5,2 W. McCreery and A. W. Thompson, t
000
003
001
St.
Louis
41
.594
.......60
Mrs. C. F-- McKay, in that city.
dent of Albuquerque, was en route congress is going to pass the state- Sioux City
Fort Collins, Colo'., have returned
56 44 .560 Philadelphia ...500 003 Ux 10 13 0
C. E. Hartley is in the city this af home today from New York, in which hood bill. He is convinced that the Omaha
home, leaving for the north on the
Bender
and
Graham
47
,515
Bailey,
Crlse;
....50
limited last night.
ternoon from Springer, accompanied city he promoted some mining prop period of struggle Is past and that Denver
"
'
i
,
51 51 ,500 and Livingston, Lapp.
Wichita
erties in southern New Mexico.
all that remains to be done is to pre
. V R, H. K
by Charles Brook, of French station.
Score
.490
49
47
Topeka
Amos Hedricks, of the Gallinas sent the bill In the coming session.
;.
Ch. de Lunden arrived here this at
GREENE HOLDINGS IN
010 200 1004 6
v.41 60 .406 Cleveland
Pueblo
trans
been
has
station
here,
Indlau'i
Notre
planting
ternoon from
know the strength of New Mexico's
Dame,
OOx
5
MEXICO SOLD FOR SONG
300
11
200
Boston'
.337
34
67
Lincoln
booking his cognomen at Hotel Casta' ferred to the head waters of tbe claims," he declares, "and of the
Boles and Easterly; Wood,
Young,
Nambe, where spruce trees will be backing we are going to get from the
neda.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 13. Two and
Pall and Carrigan.
(
on experimental ground.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
planted
of
U.
Monticello,
next session of congress. It insures
Stuhler,
Harry
R. H. E. a hai; million acres of timber and
Score
David Flint, who scarcely ever admission."
Iowa, is the guest of R. J. Taupert
mineral lands .with all the saw mills
Washington ....010 000 0001 6
National League
"The tariff bill just enacted," says
bere today, en route for Pacific coast leaves the portals of the Central ho
5 1 and machinery located thereon, the
001 050 000-- 6
Detroit
tel, much less the city limits, has ac the delegate, "should work immediBoston at Cincinnati.
points.
Johnson and.Kahoe, Blankenship; property of W. C. Greene and the
Will N. Rosenthal returned to home companied a brother, IDr. James Flint, ately for the benefit of New Mexico.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
Sierra Madre Land & Lumber comMullen and Schmidt
New York at Chicago.
and business here this afternoon from to his home in Mora on a short vaca There was a strong fight in the wool
R. H. E, pany, was eold at public sale At ChJ
Score
tion trip.
schedules, but we were able to 'win
huahua under fprecloseure of a
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
.100 000 1002 11
Chicago
out, and the Dingley schedules, se
000 000 000 0 4 0 deed of trust executed by Greene to
New York
beneficial to our chief industry, re
American League
UNION COUNTY COURT
Scott and Owens; Qulnn and Kiel the Knickerbocker Trust company
A
undisturbed.
main
Ivory Soap,
New York and assigned to the Guarpractically
now.
FUND BADLY DEPLETED
Chicago at New York.
strong duty remains on lead and zinc
any other,
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
anty Banking & Trusit company of tb!
be a
Western League
city. The property was appraised b
Detroit at Washington.
The first session of the fall term of and other metals which are produced
or
insec
R- - H. E. the Chihuahua court at $3,000,000 pad
Score
Cleveland at Boston.
iourt in the Fourth judicial district in this territory and which will be
the
immediate
benefit
to
4
producers,
8 3 was bid in by the Pterson syndicate,
ticide is hard to explain,
010 000 102
Lincoln
will be held in Clayton, Union county,
1 for $2,000,000.
duty on coal, while
105 001 3001014
Des Moines
but it is a fact It has beginning on the first Monday in Sep- while the'
Western League
the advantage of not tember, instead of the second Monday, it may not" benefit us Immediately,
Nagle and Mason: Blersdorfer, Lang
Wichita at Topeka.
Young people have to blow off steam
and McManus.
Ther : will be no petit will ultimately be of great value when
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least,

TO-DA-

Neglected Baby
'
By Baibara Clair

Y!

ADVERTISE - THE OPTIC
First Insertion 5 Cents a line

20 Cents Per line By Week

50 Cents Per

THE NAME "SEW MEXICO"
IS PROFEK USE FU3 STATE

The Optic la the medium from
which the general public may al- Change the name cf New Mexico
when It la admitted as a state? Cerways have their wants supplied.
Advertisers should remember
tainly not If such a thing were submitted to a vote of the people they
that letters directed to initials
would vote it down almost unani
only, are not delivered through
the postofflce. If Initials are us-mously. That is what Judge T. B.
ed they ehould be directed to
Catron, of Santa Fe, N. M., formerly
the care of some person, firm, 4 a member of congress from that terpostofflce box or this office.
ritory, eays about it
"In the last five years more than
Closing time for classified ad- vertlsements Is 12 o'clock, noon,
million Inhabitants
havt
the day they are handed in.
been added to New Mexico's populaWant advertisements can be. left
tion,' Judge Catron said Tuesday
at The Optic office, telephoned
morning to a reporter for the Kansas
to Main 2, or sent through the
City Star at the Coates house. "In
mails to The Dally Optic. Cash
two years more than fifty thousand
with ad required.
new homestead entries have Been
Phone Main 2
taken out. ' We have assurances from
the powers that be in the senate and
house of representatives that the en
abling act permitting NeW Mexico to
become a state will be passed early in
That
WAxNTiiU
A good clerk, one who the next session of congress.
will
new
to
marvelthe
give
Impetus
speaks English and Spanish fluent
ous development which has bee. goly.
Inquire at this office.
ing on in the territory in recent
New towns and new agriculMEN LEARN BARBER
years.
TRADE
communities are springing up
tural
Short time required;
graduate
earn J1S to $30 week. Moler Bar in different parts of the territory.
New Mexico will be admitted
to
ber college, Los Angeles.
statehood under most favorable conditions. But the neonle do not want
a new name."
one-fourt- h

Help Wanted, Etc.

For Rent

ABSOHBLtTS

Still, a woman can't understand why
an eighteen Inning baseball game
should interest ber husband more than
a good hot supper.-Detro- lt
Free Press.
Little drops of water.
Little drips of wet
Spoil the etiffest collar
Mighty quick, you bet!
Cleveland Plalndealer.
a

The trouble with a woman pretend
ing to believe her husband when he
tells a falsehood Is that he U encour
aged, instead of being ashamed. Atchison Globe.
The only thing that you can do
Is just keep looking pleasant
(For maids say 'yes' to men who woo)
And buy that wedding present
Indianapolis News.

at

Visitor I don't see how you can re
concile yourself to being a farmer.
SI Seeder Couldn't if I didn't see
one of you city men once in a while.
Philadelphia Bulletin.
She I see in Russia there is a hea
vy penalty for putting a declaration of
love on a postal card.
He What is the penalty? Marriage?

FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern!
conveniences. Peter Murphy, 910 SANTA FE CONDUCTOR
-- Tonker3
Statesman.
Fourth street
BUYS LARGE FARM
'Well, Johnny, do you wish you
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
were a grown-uman?"
private family with no children.
"You bet I do."
The Raton Range has the following
Modern conveniences Including bath,
"But why?'
electric light and furnace heat. Four concerning Mrs. C. O. Clark, wife of
"So people wouldn't ask me such
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op- a passenger conductor on the Santa
Fe, between Trinidad and Albuquer fool questions." Cleveland Leader.
tic office.
que, who Is a guest of Hotel La Pen
The soda fountain fizzy
FOR RENT Two large airy finish sion in this city:
Is getting very busy
"Mrs. Charles Clark returned yester
ed rooms; separate or in suite. 1059
Sixth street
day to her home In Albuquerque, after The soda man is looking very happy,
we believe;
a few days here attending to business.
The clerk on nine per week, he
Mrs. Clark recently sold two brick
Is feeling very meek, he
houses on South Third street, and was
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving making arrangements regarding oth Can't stand the joy of treating his fair
steady every eve.
ana saddle horse, also two seated er rental property here, preparatory
Boston Herald.
to
to
Mr.
Clark
where
Oregon,
going
buggy and harness. Price right P. O.
who is a passenger conductor at pres
P. O. Box 38.
"Is is really only ten minutes' walk
ent on the Santa Fe Limited Ihrough
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d here, has purchased a large farm, to the station from your house?" ask
acription. Notary seals and recoNi where, the family wlil reside in the fu ed Cltyman.
at the Optic office.
ture. They go to' Oregon within a
"What a ridiculous question!"' ex
few days, though Mr. Clark will prob- claimed Subbubs. "Nobody in lovely
OLD newspapers for sale at The O9
ably return here and continue his run Swanphurst ever 'walks' to the sta
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
through the winter. Mr. and Mrs. tion. I may say, however, that it's
Clark have lived here and have many only about eight and a half minutes'
friends here among the older resi- run." Catholic Standard and Timw
dents. Mr. Clark's mother, who lives
LOST Pair of gold spectacles, bet- on North Fourth street, will join them
What I long to hear," said the man
ween Presbyterian church and resid- In Oregon later, and visit her daught with a "Prince Albert" coat and a
ence of Jefferson Raynolds. Finder er in Los Angeles also."
turndown collar, "Is some of the fervid eloquence that used to echo through
kindly deliver at First National or
Plaza banks, or phone Main 2S8.
the halls of legislation."
ADVERTISED LETTERS
"Well," responded Senator Sorhum.
Letters remaining uncalled for the "you ought to drop into the cloakroom
Baby Morphine Fiends,
some day and hear us statesmen dis
are made by all soothing syrups and week ending AuguBt 13, 190S:
Allison, IIrs. Mattie; Charles. Mas cussing the
baby medicines that contain opium
weather." Washinston
and naroctlcs. McGee
Pavelo; Locket Mrs. Star.
Baby Mtxir ter; Lucero,-M- I
contains no Injurious 01 narcotla drugs Royal; Llftin, Mr. N.; Lawrence, Mr.
of any kind. A sure and safe cure and Mrs. F. M.; Mcintosh, Wm.; MarIn one of the Boston primary schools
for disordered stomachs, bowels and tinez, Mrs. Emilia G.: Martinez. Fran- - the other
day the head master of the
fretfulness splendid for teething in.
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot clsqulta E.; Planett, John J.; Romero, district presented a problem for the
Vicente; Sykes, E. L.; Sullivan, P.; scholars that would require the use of
Drug Co.
Stansell, J. B.; Valencia, Nlebes Angel fractions. He expected the answer,
There may be no balm in Gilead, but de; Wesner, C. IL
I don't know." The problem: "If
Letters held for postage:
Mr. had eight potatoes how could I divide
the lime is In the rlcky.
Demlno Sena Roclada, N. Mex.; Don them'
among nine boys?" One oright
No matter how long you have tut Conslcion Domlnguis, Trinidad, Colo.; looking youngster raised his hand.
fered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will heln Editor Moriarty Paper, Morlarty, N. "Well?" said the master, "Mash them."
you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen. of Wayne. W. Mex.
promptly replied the young mathemati
Postcard held unmallable: Mr. Her cian.
Va.. writes: ."I was a sufferer from
Philadelphia Inquirer.
kidney disease, so that at timei I osild man Herrerla, Gonzales, N. Mex.
not tret out of bed. and whan I did. I
When calling for the above please
could not stand straight I took Fol
01am nas electricity,
and the
ey s Kidney Remedy. One dollar bot ask for "advertised letters."
thoughtful
manufacturers of It have
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
tle rnd part of tie second cured me
provided to the best of their ability for
entirely." it win euro you. O.
every
Schaefer and Red Crom Drug Co.
conceivable accident. For in
Sandy's Boycott.
"These Turks are barbarous peo- stance, when the lights go out, the
A womdn's no may mean yes, but ple,", remarked the
cottage housewife remedy Is to follow the directions in
as she got out a rhubarb pie.
It usually has a double back action.
this notice:
"Yes, mum," responded Sandy Pikes,
"BANGKOK-S- Ir:
For the case1 that
with a low bow; "to show my anThe Crime of Idleness.
your
electricity light should fail we
dem
I
for
formed
have
a
tipathy
boyIdleness means trouble for any one.
beg to send, you Inclosed a post card,
cott."
It's the same with a lazy liver. It
which please send us at once when
"A boycott, my poor man?"
causes constipation, headache, Jaun-- .
"Yes, mum, I have promised meself you rind, your light out.. The comnanv
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and never to use a Turkish towel or take wm men eend another
post card.
blotches, loss M appetite, nausea, but a Turkish bath."
Yours truly, Manager Slam Electricity
Dr. King's New Life Pills soon banish
Company, Ltd." Calcutta Times.
liver troubles and build up your health.
25c at all druggists.
Occasionally a man looks worried
because he is in debt, but more often
For indigestion and all af.in.,-People with chronic bronchitis, asth- it Is because of a debt some other man trouble take
Foley's Orino Laxative as
ma and lung trouble, will find great owes him.
it stimulates the stomach and liver and
relief and comfort in Foley's Honey
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by
regulates the bowels and will positive
A man must either make a way for
commencing to take It at once. O. Q.
elv cure habitual Annctfnatfnn
n n
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
himself or make way for others.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
p

"

For Sale

Lost

I do like bashful young men. They
are no end of fun. Sometimes I help
.when
my mother receive, and
I went In the drawing room ) saw
one of them standing In the middle
of the room. Any Intelligent infant
can pick out a bashful man from a
roomful of people without the slightest hesitation, though no one els may
have discovered that he Is.
There is something in his eye as
soon as he sees us that gives him
away at once. This one was such
funny man. I Just howled.
He had nice, fat pink cheeks and
baby blue eyes and pretty yellow hair
plastered down smooth over his head.
He had a mouth Just like mine, and
the same guileless expression.
It was really very amusing when he
frowned, which he did as soon as he
saw me. When he frowned he looked
just as I look when I frown and the
women say:
"O, see the cunning ' little frown?
Does it think it's cross?"
He was the first person I noticed
when I went in, and as soon as I saw
that frown I chuckled to myself.
Then I cooed softly and held out
my arms to him pleasantly. So nurse
took me over to him at once.
"Confound it!" I heard him mutter.
"What do they want to bring that
young one In here for?"
Nurse stopped in front of him.
"She noticed you as soon as we
came In, sir."
Nurse said this as if she expected
him to be proud of It but ha only
backed still further away.
"Goo, goo, goo,' I cried genially.
A few women turned and stared

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

to-da- y

Line By Monro.

DO YOU KNOW

USE

of a

1

us.

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Lo vers of horse racing will have the opportunity of a

lifetime at the

29th, Annual New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition In
Albuquerque, October 11 to 17,
$6500 is offered in purses, and the prospects are good for
the most imposing: array of big- stake races ever pulled off in
-

the

south-wes-

t.

"Why, the little darling!" cried one.
"She wants to come to you, Mr. Jones.
As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with PueDo take her."
blo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
Mr. Jones' face grew very red. He
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-wes- t
backed into a tea table and eyed me
to break the
from the Colorado Fairs, and the Texas towns and Arizona.
anxiously.
trip
Nurse held me out to him.
"She wants you to take her, sir,"
The running and harness program will be a little better
said nurse, beaming upon him. "I am
than
anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.
sure, sir, I never saw her take so to no
before."
gentleman
The latter has been improved and made the best track in
I smiled at blm sweetly. I could
the South-wes- t,
with an enlarged Grand Stand and other adsee now that his knees were trembwhich
make
of
Traction Park the ideal racing place of the
bits
dition,
little
perspiraand
funny
ling,
South-wes- t.
tion were standing out all over his
face.
The stable room has been doubled and horse men will
"O, do take her, Mr. Jones," cried
a very pretty girl. "Watch her hold
have every convenience and accomodation.
out her cunning little hands to you!
Don't you just love her?"
Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if they
"Yes, yes," he murmured, weakly.
miss the Twenty-nint- h
Fair.
Infant.
Remarkable
child.
nice
"Very
Most er precious. Just just take
it away, my good woman."
W. G. TIGHT,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
I screwed my face up at once. Nurse
looked doubtful.
President.
Secretary.
"She is going to cry, sir. Would
a
for
minute,
you mind Just taking her
sir?"
j
Sometimes I suspect that nurse has
a sense of humor.
Mr. Jones did mind. I could see
that he minded very much.
I gave a pathetic little wail. Just a
foretaste of what I could do in that
line, and held out my arms to him
appeallngly.
Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.
"O, isn't it too sweet?" cried an
other girl. "Now, Mr. Jones, you sim
ply must take the little dear."
Here I regret to say Mr. Jones lost
his temper.
Pueblo, Colo.
$11.90
'Til be dablessed if I do." he
cried furiously.
Colorado Springs
$13.
Infant could ig
No
Denver
nore such treatment
I promptly doubled up both fists and
City, Mo
let out the full volume of my voice.
to
attention
This attracted general
Louis
Mr. Jones. Everybody in the room
.
turned and stared at us.
f
Chicago, III
"If I might be so bold," sir," said
Final return limit October 31st 1909
nurse, "1 think you had better take
her, sir, for a minute.'!
For information regarding other points,
Mr. Jones grew very pale. Then
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
he took me from nurse and, grabbing
ticket office.
me wildly about the middle, held me
gingerly at arm's length, while he
R. W. HOYT,
looked helplessly at nurse, as if ask
Agent.
lng her to tell him what to do next
He amused me so that I doubled
right up. I simply roared. Everybody thought I was crying, but I was
Woman was created from the rib of
Hunger is a necessary evil; it pro- really convulsed with laughter.
a man, and if the styles demand that motes industry.
Then, recovering myself, I plunged
one hand deep in his hair, pulling with she get any thinner that's about all
Twas a Glorious Victory.
all my strength, while I kicked him she will have left
There's
at
under
rejoicing In Fedora. Tenn. A
my
clothes;
long
violently
the same time turning to my mother's Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold man's life has been saved, and now Dr.
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana, King's New Discovery. is the talk of
guests and smiling upon them
Graphically.
writes: "Last year I suffered for the town for curing C. V. PeDDer of
"What a heavenly smile!" cried one three months with a summer cold so deadly lung hemorrhages.
"I could
woman. "That child is too good to
interfered with my not work nor get about," he writes,
that
It
distressing
live."
business. I had many of the symp- "and the doctor did mA nn ennd hut
By-busing Dr. King's New Discovery
toms of hay fever, and' a doctor's pre- after
three weeks, I feel like a new man,
did
not
reach
and
case,
scription
my
and can do good work again." For
The Appreciation of Art'
I
an idea of edtook several medicines which seem-I weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
A picture presents
to
aggravate It Fortunately
only
and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, la
beauty to the observer, and besides Insisted upon having Foley's Honey
grippe, asthma or any bronchial afthis quality it compels the mind to and Tar. It quickly cured me. My fection
it stands unrivaled. Price bOo
conjure into existence a 'microcosm of wife has since used Foley's Honey and and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold and
beautiful thought. While it may be Tar with the same success." O..O. guaranteed by all
druggists.
stated that the quality which enables Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
us to appreciate art is more psychological than Intellectual, It Is neces60 YEARS'
As a moral example the most that
4, EXPERIENCE
...
sary in considering it In a critical a man can ever hop to be is a
sign
sense to admit that It has two sides,
classical and romantic, otherwise in- post; a woman can be a guide.
tellectual
and
emotional. From
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and D"What Is a Picture?"
iarrhoea Remedy Never Known
Go from Home to Hear News.
to Fall.
Tradc Marks
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Designs
A rug said to be worth more than
Copyrights Ac
10,000 and the finest in the world Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
Anyone imdlnv sketrh and desert Dt ton mn
ascertain our opinion free whether an
has been presented to the White House It was first Introduced to the public in quickly
iDTention
probably patentable. Communion
at Washington by a wealthy' Armenian 1872, and have never found ono In
tioniitrtcUyconfldentisi. HANDBOOK on Patent
ent free. Oldest agency for eecurlnsr patent.
merchant of New York. This precious stance
Patents taken through Muun St Co. feoaivt
where a cure was not
tjwrta notic, without charge, Lu the
rug Is imperial silk, heavily jeweled effected by Its use. I have beenspeedily
A from
with rich pearls, turquoises, rubles, mercial traveler for
Scientific
eighteen years,
and other precious stones. It has been and never Kfnxr nn trtn
A handsomely lllnafrotml
vlttimit
wwtly. T,arat
journal. Terme, 13
framed as a screen for the adornment my faithful friend," eays H. S. Nichols rear ; fourof any actenutto
month, L Sold bjr ail newMl mlora,
of the president's parlor. London
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For said by all
BNew fori
dealers.
lirauuh Olio, m T BU WalblUKluu,
&
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Woman's Methods That Aroused
der and Admiration,

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE

Won-

Friday EveuiB?, August 13tb.

"If I had my wife's head and nerve
own half of Wall street In less
than five years," said the man. "It
Col.
and
Embalming
Undertaking
is the way she manages the clothes
Work proposition that aroused me to wonder
the bands of the contractor.
(Ciiuarron Citizen.)
Picturt' Framing a Specialty Excellent Asuortmeut of Moldings
and admiration. Here is an example
It Is now almost a certainty that on' the eastern eurvey will now be of her thrift
as
as
new
railroad
possible
rapidjy
Cimarron will have a
pushed along
"Early last month she bought a
in operation between here and Guth- and within a few weeks the actual broadcloth dress which, with the exAND
Mr. tra charge for alterations, cost $55.
rie, Oklahoma, in a few montns, and construction will commence.
no Well, after she got the suit home she
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DAILY OPTIC,

Is Your Heating Stove in Good Order?
If not let us orer yea a grate or a fire Pot NOW by

''Mangoes
Extra Fine and Fresh.
Cauliflower
Green Beans
Cucumbers
Rhubarb
Radishes

,

Kansas Tomatoes
Wax Beans
Green Peas
New Beets
Green Chile
Fresh Mint

Lu'dwig Wm.

FRESH FRUITS
California Peaches
Fancy EatinR Apples
Bartlett Cooking Pears
Blue Prune Plums
Native Plums
Pie Cherries
Valencia Oranges
New Watermelons

AugiiRt, 12, 1909.
mini-

mum 55; range 32.

Forecast
Saturday.

Local showers tonight or
!
)

LOCAL NEWS

--

SATURDAY AUGUST 14

Phono Main 107

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone 13L

Svcosor to HIKRY LEV Y, Sixth Street.

Closing Out

Refrigerators

All

at Cost

An opportunity in the hottest weather to buy
Refrigerator cheap.

the'eon-struo'.loThe auto mail a! age reached here
Preparations are making for
several hours late last evening, but
of a, raised sidewalk from
without any mishaps worthy of men- the Qooley livery stable to Eighth
tion to report
street on the soifh side of Douglas
avenue, an improvement that has bepn
Four and five dollar Oxfords at The badly needed for years.
Hub Saturday, $2.85.
Mrs. Georse S. Laird, and daughter,
There will be a special meeting of Miss Cface Laird, who had been the
s
Las Vegas lodge No. 4. 1. O. O. F.. this guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
evening, at which all members, are
for the past several days, deurged to be present.
parted for their bojne In Denver this
afternoon.
Order your cream from T. T.
Turner.
Joe Holzman, formerly of this city,
passed through yesterday for Corona,
Catarlno Varela and Aurelia Abeyta N. M., from Seattle and Spokane. Miss
were Initiated into Las Vegas lodge Minnie Holzman, a sister, who acNo. 115, Fraternal Union of America companied him from Albuquerque on
on the West side, the other evening.
the trip, remained in the latter city,
the guest of a sister.
Walk-Ove- r
shoes for our Saturday
sale. The Hub, $2.85.
Mrs. H. M. Northrup returned this
afternoon from. Socorro, where' she
It Is rumored there will be a change had assisted in conducting a summer
of management at Hotel La Pension institute for teachers. Mrs. Northrup
this evening, J. A. Burlington and wife has also been engaged to go 'to Clay
retiring and H. G. Coors, sr., the own- ton and be himilarly employed In
er of the property, taking charge.
Union county for a number of weeks.

J.

Johnsen

C.

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financiallyi
you can easily find out.

Caun You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about ou being- a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
-

'

DEALERS IN

Get Oar Prices before baying,

liridge Street.

The First National Bank
Or LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.

'
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.

Guarantee
Satisfaction

best Meat
in the

Because Our

City

WHOLE WHEAT

go to

BREAD

Free from Slate or Slack

any visible means of support, has
been given an eightday job of eight
hours each on public Improvements in
tha city.
,

Buck Chllds, colored, hasn't yet
had an opportunity to make a remark
able Bpeech In defense of himself in
Judge D. R. Murray's court, for the.
reason that Charley Williams, als

ago.

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Good Bread?"

Pbone 144 and 145

It is always found at

Boucher's

'

iispy

THE

A

DAHLIAS

FINE ASSORTMENT

.

In line with our policy of
keeping right up to date we

Fresh From

We have it to suit theltastejof &TL,

The
Sanitary

,

V

Ovens of the largest, best equip
ped in the world. A.11 of

Marking
Machine
Neat Work
Prevent Errors

,

-

Loose-Wile-

s

products
please.

Lisraiis,
Grocer.

OF THE

Las
Greenhouses
Vegas
Main 276
PERRY
ONION. Prop. Phone

THE HYGEIA ICE

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES :
V

lbs or more each delivery
to 2,000 lbs. " s
"
to 1,000 lbs. "
to 200 lbs. "
Less than ,50 lbs. "

2,000
1,000
200
50

.

"'

We would

be pleased to

serve you.
MAIN 81

'

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

- McGuIre
Phone Main 237

CRYSTAL ICE CO..
Our methods and appliances
are the best known.

Cl)T

KINDS AND COLORS,
WITH LONG STEMS
BEST

at 50 Cts Per Dozen

have installed a Monarch

PE JUICE

!1

IlilPAPEII

VERY LATEST

made from the choicest California grapesfand guaranteed under pure food law by CalwaJProducts
Co. of San Francisco.

"WHAT IS HOME WITH
, OUT

Clarence Browne, who is now
traveling out of Spokane, Wash., in
the Interests of a wholesale bouse,
"THE COFFEE MAN"
sends his father. M. W. Browne, a
postal card, on the back of which Is
All Aboard for Harvesl
a cut of Col. R. E. Twltchell. clipped
from a morning paper In that city.
Carriage goea eat Saturday morn
It Is true to life, with the exception of ing returns following Friday. Lmt
the shape of his body and the color orders at Murphey's or H. O. BrowB
of clothing worn.
of
Kos
Trading Co s.
Joseph Frarey,
Warsaw,
ciusko county, Indiana, who drew a
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
$20,000 farm in the drawing in the
Tha best draft beer In the city. At
Flathead Indian reservation in 'Idaho In the wood. Direct from distillery to The
Lobby, of course.
yesterday morning, hla name being you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
the first one drawn, is' quite well
Straight Guggenheim rye served
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
known to Judge E. V. Long and De
Soto H. Grant, of this city, both of t the Opera bar. Served from bar over the bar at the Antlers.
whom formerly resided in the Indiana rels on the bar.
Pabst's draught teer on tap only at
city. The father of the lucky young
bar.
If
Opera
so.
It
in
read
The
yon
man was a builder and contractor In
Optic it's
Warsaw till his death a few years

Foot Main St

made frorrConcord grapes.

is Right.

.

D. W. CONDON
Phone Main 81

Papen's

'

MONEY SAVED
On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg, $4 75
per ton Just what you yantfor cooking,

Phone Main 85

We

For the

'

o

Son

ALFALFA, HAY and OKA IN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Get the best at Nolette's bahgr

Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham,
Misses Marguerite, Helen and Louise
Cunningham and Messrs. Wilson W.
Col. "Buffalo" Jones will deliver Mills, Howard Cleary and Leslie 0.
his illustrated lecture at the opera Wltten came home onvN$. 1 this af
house tonight. Don't fail to hear him ternoon from an outing'at TJte Park
and see his wonderful motion pi Colfax county, said to be one of the
tores.
loveliest spots In the entire counriy,
at this season of the year particularly.
Dolorltas A. de Otero, mother of
Narclso and Juan Otero, died at the
A large number of prospective stu
upper town yesterday at the advanced dents of the Normal
University are
age of 98 years. She was probably
in regard to some
inquiries
making
the oldest person In San Miguel coun
place where ihey can help with the
ty, If no In New Mexico.
household work in return for room
and board. Many cannot enter school
Our second tie sale 75c and 60c
unless they can make such an arrangeneckwear for 25 coming Saturday
ment. If there are any families that
and Monday Only,, at Talchert's 615
would like to take a student on this
Lincoln, next to Wells-FargExpress condition
they should telephone Dr.
company.
B. S. Gowen at the Normal UniverJohn Moss, a colored man withotrt sity.

(Si

H. O. DROWN TRADING CO,,

'

shop.

,

.

623 Douglas Avenue.

Ray-nold-

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

.

At the Hub Saturday, all day any
Oxfords, any toe, in
pair of Walk-Ove- r
patents, tans, oxbloods, calf, vlcl and
kangaroo, for $2.85.

n

Pride Flour

'I

At a meeting of Red Cloud tribe. ImThere will he a band concert In the proved Order of Red Men last evening,
Plaza this evening.
a report rendered by an auditing committee was highly satisfactory in
"Buffalo" Jones at Duncan opera every particular.
house tonight.
'
On sale at The Hub Saturday. All
This Is Friday, the 13th of the WalK Over Oxford shoes, blacks, tans
month, and yet it may prove to be a and oxbloods, In patents, vicl, calt
and kangaroo. All go at $2.85.
lucky day for some people.

Store of IKE DAVIS

Use Our

Maimum, 81;

Temperature

New Mexico Reaches
Green Cooking Apples
Bartlett Table Pears
Fancy California Plums
Sultana Grapes
Red Shield Lemons
Jumbo Bananas
Las Cruces Cantaloupes

AT

0;

the
colored, has given the 'officers
slip for the time being. His trial ha
been postponed indefinitely, though It
Is likely to come up at any time.

WEATHER REPORT

And in the line of

STORE

GOODS

All Ladies' House Wrappers, now on hand at Cost.
Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth SI. 50, now 98c
See late shiwpment ol new Silk Under Skirts.

I If eld,

The lLirtlwareman.

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

,

PHONE MAIN 379

Egg Plant

VEGAS'

LAS

freight ancl save express charges later. We can furnish
i
any part for any Stove made in the United States.

ALSO
Hubbard Squash
Bummer Squash
Crook Neck Squash
Green Onions
New Carrots
New Lettuoe

FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 1909

"s
& Webb

J. N4. SJEISTA..
Cartoonist and Ulastrsitorm

Commercial Designer and Snggester of Practical Ideas. Original
tinctive tind Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.

Dis-

